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Match the tools below with their names: Write the name of the tool beneath it. Use these words:
level, tape measure, drill, pliers, chain saw, pick, mallet, chisel, wrench, nuts, bolt, adjustable wrench, 
vise, spring, anvil, tool box, screwdriver, hammer, nail, screw, file, saw

Match these tool on the left with the verb that tells what you do with the tool.

telephone sweep

brush dig

broom answer

axe pound

hammer chop

knife paint

shovel scrape

chisel slice



Idioms 
as sharp as a tack-very intelligent EX: He may be an old man, but he is still as sharp as a tack.
(sharp can mean intelligent. People talk about someone who is sharp meaning very smart) 

bury the hatchet: to make peace EX: Let’s stop arguing and bury the hatchet. (This is a hatchet.)

on pins and needles: anxious anticipation EX: My boyfriend arrives home tomorrow after a 
semester in France. I’m on pins and needles.

to have a screw loose: crazy EX: That woman always goes to the supermarket in her pajamas. I 
think she has a screw loose.

an axe to grind: an issue to pursue EX: He said he just wanted to be helpful, but I think he 
volunteered because he had an ax to grind with the leader. (An ax has the same head as a hatchet, 
but a longer handle.)

sweep under the rug: to hide something you hope won’t be discovered. EX: Several people knew 
about the candidate’s infidelity, but his staff tried to sweep it under the rug. (infidelity is the same 
as unfaithfulness. When people talk about infidelity, they mean someone has been unfaithful to 
their wife or husband.)

hit the nail on the head: exactly right EX: You’ve spotted the flaw, Sally. You hit the nail on the 
head.  (A flaw is an imperfection or an error. If you spot a flaw, you see where the error is.)


